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LITY HAY CROPS

iment to handle bales when ready to feed,
jrs will work, but the “rope” in the middle of
id can result in wasted feed.

control, and reliable pick-up mechanism are also required.
Balers equipped with a built in cutting mechanism are able to increase bale density
by up to 20%, and prechopped material can be easily fed.
Be sure to use untreated sisal, plastic or nylon twine if you intend to wrap high
moisture bales. Treated sisal twine produces a chemical reaction that will burn
through plastic film.

an weigh from 1400# - 1600#. Due to the
i as much air as possible, the bale chamber
heavy duty drive system, consistent density

Tube-Line
Balewrapper

For optimum speed and efficiency patented Tube-Line Wrappers are the
answer! Tube-Line Wrappers wrap a continuousrow of bales. The
airtight application of stretch wrap film retains moisture balance as
haylage matures and prevents air infiltration. The shrink wrap also

prevents wind damage
and accommodates
variation in bale size
and shape without air
gaps.
Long stem silage is better used in the animals digestive system. Feeding high quality
haylage from wrapped bales can reduce or eliminate feeding grain while retaining or
increasing weight gains or milk production.
Tube-Line wrappers for all round bales or large square bales are available in either manual
or fully automatic models.
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Fifteen years of proven inpauls lotul2 SLsIS 12pines
peifornianee on every terrain and all
weather or field conditions from
Alberta to Alabama makes Buffalo
the master ot fast, convenient, sale
handling ol bales of more than
2 000 lbs
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From field to yard, efficiently
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